
This is missionary work tooFor sure you are enjoying a beautiful spring. The days are getting warmer and the nature awakes to new life. Here on the mission station life has returned too. 46 students with their families finally came to the Bible School and the practical training. In the student kitchen we cook for more than 130 people and the car that Beat uses for the weekly shopping is over full. We really appreciate these months with the indigenous families sharing joy and sorrow together.In the recent years, we have mainly reported the work with the indigenous people and for this really beats our heart. But this time we also want to tell you a bit, about the work of Dorothea - about work in computer science. Well, many people are asking themselves, why does such a workspace be needed at a mission station in the jungles of Peru - is it necessary?Since my arrival here in Cashibo, I am working in this. About 8 months a year I get help from an intern, mostly from Germany, who completes his „voluntary social year“ and brings computer science skills.Our mission station is like a small village with about 30 private homes and various work areas with electronic equipment - offices, infirmary, guest house and public 
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spaces with computers, printers & copiers. The households all want Internet to communicate with the loved ones at home and the offices need a lot of support from us.The indigenous people meanwhile the majority have a smart phones, too. Although only half of them have mobile reception in the village. However, this also brings new possibilities. We can download the Bible App in their own language and equip them with memory cards containing video and audio material. In many of the tribal languages, the Jesus film and the New Testament exist for listening. Especially for an oral culture excellent channels to convey the good news.So, the current intern Daniel and I are trying to give our best supporting. For example by Programming routers, aligning antennas, installing programs, rebuilding computers, monitoring the server, adjusting the firewall rules, installing apps, etc. But then there are even bigger projects. As we all know, time does not stand still in technology, but we are still struggling with „old inheritances“ and we have not yet managed to bring ourselves up to date. The student database of the Bible School with a directory dating back to the 1970s. This database runs on a Softwear from the year 1997. Here a renewal is urgently necessary, but on the one hand this project exceeds our modest computer science knowledge and on the other hand we do not have time to tackle this project.In the field of computer science we are facing a very uncertain future. In addition to the intern and I had an employee who was really professional. He was always on hand with help and advice, but in June he finishes his work here in Cashibo and also a new intern is not yet in prospect. At this point we would like to ask you to pray for this situation. And if you feel addressed or know someone who wants to use his computer science skills in a completely new ambience, please contact Bernd Rosenthaler at the mission office (b.rosenthaler@indicamino.org or phone +41 (0) 71 888 71 27 or + 41 (0) 43 536 62 08). On our website www.aregger-familia.ch you will also find a detailed job description. I can assure everyone that it is a very varied, responsible and exciting work.So far about technology. What‘s up in the near future? Beat will make another tribal journey in June. At the end of July, we are looking forward to coming to Switzerland for half a year. If you wish us to be able to do a report or lecture in your church or in another circle, please do not hesitate to contact us. We are already planning. With kind regards and God‘s blessing Family AreggerInternetwww.aregger-familia.chMail:   bedoa@bluewin.chSkype: bedoeljosi PostPost-checkkont90-13366-5CH97 0900 0000 9001 3366 5Vermerk: Für die arbeit von Familie areggeranschrift cashibomision SuizaCasillia 1PucallpaPeru TelefonHandy Beat  0051 945 937 585Handy Dorothea  0051 943 621 243WhatsApp Beat  0041 79 406 13 82WhatsApp Dorothea 0041 78 826 11 15
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The antennas must be aligned Indigenous people now have a cell phone
Daniel the technical intern

Or even a smartphone

I‘m really happy that I‘m not just involved in technical equipment. In recent times, I helped out more often in the infirmary. So it happened that a week ago in the morning a woman from the Shawi tribe came by with her husband. She would have birth pangs since midnight. When Lena the nurse on duty, read the medical file, she found that the calculated date of birth is in a month. Therefore, there was no ultrasound image that would have shown, how the child is placed and where there is the placenta. For the woman, it was the 8th birth and she said until now everything was normal, she wanted to give birth in her house. Lena prepared everything and visited her regularly. , However, the uncertainty remained. What if the appointment is really true and the baby comes one month early. Now I came too and we conferred and prayed silently. At noon, she suddenly said, it was different than usual, she wanted to go to the hospital. We started to organize everything. As I was coming back to the house, the husband from inside the house called.: „sister“. I go in and behold: A little girl was born and hardly cried. I took it in my hand, blew it in his face and his screams grew louder and louder. Thank God it‘s breathing. A healthy girl - a unique creature.
A little Shawi
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Silas with a sloth Dorothea‘s parents are visiting
Elischa - Here you can „ski“ too

Joel at sports day with the indigenous people
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